IPC Rules and Regulations Committee

Annual report 2019

2019 proved to be a relative quiet year on the R&R front. Overall and timewise, there were two e-mail threads/discussions in our committee. Before summer, and in October/November. This proved to be useful, with - as is to be expected – most discussions gravitating in the October/November period. The Agenda Annex with proposals contains the result of these discussions. It also contains some text of a proposal received by the Austrian delegate. Which will be included in total in the IPC agenda. It also refers to two possible Bureau proposals. And, of course and as usual, there will likely appear other proposals on the agenda which will involve R&R discussions. One will be from the Finance Secretary (regarding juries/costs) and one from the FS committee (regarding large formation sequential records)

Sporting Code - Section 5
It is impossible to keep SC5 unchanged for a year. But this year, there are relative few changes, quite some related to records. Yes, again. A further proposal is expected from the FS committee regarding large formation sequential records. Another proposal is about handling the less than 4 NACs situation. Several events this year had to cancelled due to lack on entrants. A serious item which merits an overall IPC policy discussion.

Internal Regulations
There are several clarifications and proposals on duties & powers, limitations, decisions and voting rights, and for the CISM liaison.
The Swedish delegate proposes a change of term of office for the Bureau from 2 to 3 years.

In closing, I express my thanks to my R&R colleagues for their work in 2019: Elisabet Mikaelsson, Susan Dixon, Richard “Buzz” Bennett, Doris Merz-Hunziker, Liam McNulty, James Hayhurst, Claire King and Peter Pfalzgraf. Very much appreciated.

Ronald Overdijk
Chair R&R Committee
November 7th, 2019
IPC Rules and Regulations Committee  
IPC meeting 2020 – Agenda Open Meeting

Agenda Items

1. Final Open Meeting agenda: any new items related to R&R, as per agenda annexes.

2. Annual report 2019

3. Sporting Code Section 5 – proposals for changes / discussion items
   2A. Proposal FS Committee, regarding large formation sequential records
   2B. Proposals Austrian Delegate, regarding Juries / attendance and travel expenses
   2C. Proposal IPC Finance Secretary, regarding Juries / attendance / expenses
   2D. Proposal from Dynamic Committee, regarding Judges training and nomination

4. Internal Regulations – proposals for changes
   4A. Proposal from Swedish delegate, regarding change term of office for Bureau from 2 to 3 years.

5. FCEAD – proposals for changes

6. FAI controller handbook – proposals for changes

7. Discussion items
   6A. Date of IPC agenda. December 1st (as per SC5 2019) or 60 days before start of the IPC Plenary. Pro’s and con’s.

8. Any other business